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FOREWORD
This final report was prepared by the Acurex Corporation, Aerotherm Division, and
Whittaker Research and Development for NASA/Ames Contract NAS2-8490, Development of an
Improved Coating for Polybenzimidazole Foam. This work was performed under the direction
of the Thermal Protection Branch with Mr. Howard Goldstein as the Technical Monitor.
This report is arranged in accordance with the five major tasks performed under this
contract during the period 8 August 1974 through 15 September 1975.
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ABSTRACT
Animprovedcoatingsystemwasdevelopedfor Polybenzimidazole(PBI)foamto pro-
videcoatingstability, ruggedness,moistureresistance,andto satisfyoptical property re-
quirements (_s/c _ 0.4 and E > 0.8) for the space shuttle. The effort was performed in five
tasks: Task l to establish material and process specifications for the PBI foam, and
material specifications for the coatings; Task 2 to identify and evaluate promising coatings;
Task 3 to establish mechanical and thermophysical properties of the tile components; Task 4
to determine by systems analysis the potential weight trade-oils associated with a coated
PBI TPS; and Task 5 to establish a preliminary quality assurance program.
The coated PBI tiTe was, through screening tests, determined to satisfy the design
objectives with a reduced system weight over the baseline shuttle silica LRSI TPS. The
developed tile provides a thermally stable, extremely rugged, low thermal conductivity in-
sulator with a well characterized optical coating.
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SECTION1
SUMMARY
Withthedevelopmentof advancedreusableheatshieldmaterialsfor spaceshuttle
vehicle(SSV)applications,it becameapparentthatthe lowersurfaceheatshieldmaterial
mightnotprovideoptimizedthermalprotectionfor theuppersurfaceareaswheretheen-
vironmentsaremuchlesssevere.Polybenzimidazole(PBI)foamtiles wereevaluatedasan
alternateto thesilica reusablesurfaceinsulation(RSI)currentlybaselinedfor the
SSVlowersurface.CoatedPBIfoamwasproposeddueto thefollowingpotentialbenefits:
• Lowweight
• Extendedlowandhightemperaturecapabilityll7°Kto 728°K(-250°Fto 850°F)
• Lowmaintenance
• Compatibilitywithstructure
• Ruggedness
Thematerialhadbeentestedto determineits basicpropertiesandresponseto both
radiantlampandarcplasmasimulatedentryenvironments.Testsamplesof acoatedPBI
foamsystemWeresuppliedto bothNASAandRockwellInternationalfor evaluation.Results
of theseevaluationsdemonstrateda weightadvantagefor thePBIfoamsystemascompared
to thesilica RSItypeof insulator. PBIfoamappearedto beamorecompliantandtough
TPSsystem.
Thesepreliminaryevaluations,however,exhibitedcertaindeficiencieswhich
appearedcorrectablewithoutaperformancep nalty:
• Coatingmechanicalandthermalstability
• Longtermoxidationresistance
Thisprogramwasinitiatedto addresstheseproblems.
Theprimaryobjectiveof this programwasto develop
thatwould
o
m Provide oxidation protection
a coating system for PBI foam
Provide necessary optical properties
Retain properties for the equivalent of lO0 space shuttle flights
Provide a moisture seal
In addition, the feasibility of direct bonding the PBI foam to an aluminum structure was
to be demonstrated.
The program consisted of five tasks:
• Task l Establish material and process specifications for the PBI foam and
material specifications for the coatings.
• Task 2 Identify and evaluate promising coatings
• Task 3 Establish mechanical and thermophysical properties not currently
available.
• Task 4 Determine by systems analysis the potential of coated PBI TPS.
• Task 5 Establish a preliminary quality assurance program.
The objective of Task l was to generate the material and processing specification
for the PBI foam and the material specifications of the thermal control coating. The
PBI foam material and processing specifications characterize material screening and pro-
cessing techniques including raw material requirements, prepolymer quality control and
packaging requirements, foam preparation, and foam quality control. The thermal control
coating material specifications characterize the VHT SPlOl coating selected in this program.
The objective of Task 2 was to investigate materials, tile design concepts, and
tile processing techniques required to develop an insulation system based upon PBI foam
which would provide thermal protection in environments typical of the space shuttle upper
surface. In this task candidate packaging and thermal control coatings were selected,
fabricated, and evaluated. The screening tests performed included foam moisture tests,
shear tests, thermal shock tests, impact tests, optical property tests, outgassing tests, and
porosity tests. This task identified VHT SPlOl and glass cloth layups as the optimum
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coatingsystemfrombotha stability andanopticalpropertystandpoint.Thefeasibility
of directlybondingPBItiles to analuminumstructurewassuccessfullydemonstrated.
Theobjectiveof Task3wasto establishthemechanicalandthermophysicalproperties
requiredto fully characterizethePBIsystem.Eachcomponentof hePBItile wastested
for tensilestrengthandthermalexpansion.Also,thethermalconductivityof thePBIfoam
wasevaluated.Thesedata,alongwithdataobtainedpreviously,providedtherequired
databasefor analyzingtheperformanceof thecoatedPBIfoamin projectedoperational
environments(e.g., shuttle,hypersonicaircraft, spacetug,etc.).
Theobjectiveof Task4wasto performsensitivityanalyses,thermalsizingand
structuralevaluationof thePBITPSto identifytheoptimumtile construction,attachment
techniques,andsize. Theeffectsof opticalproperties,bondlinethickness,andfoam
densityupontheTPSthermalperformancew revaluated.Structuralevaluationsidentified
boththecritical structurecomponentsof thetimeandthestructuralimitationsupontile
sfzefn theshuttleoperatfonalenvfron_mnt.In addftfon,PBZTPSsfzfngfdentifiedthe
potential weight savings over the baseline shuttle LRSI TPS.
The objective of Task 5 was to establish a minimum quality assurance program to in-
sure NASA that continuity could be maintained if the need should arise to scale-up the
PBI development to a full scale production effort. The purpose of this effort was to
inspect all documentation, identify and evaluate quality problems, and to maintain overall
liaison with _R&D QA personnel.
The contract objectives were met, and the viability of the PBI TPS for typical
shuttle operational environments was demonstrated. Additional radiant lamp testing is
currently being performed to verify the thermal performance of the selected tile concept.
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SECTION 2
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION OF TASKS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
A critical component of the space shuttle vehicle (SSV) presently under development
by NASA is the reusable surface insulation (RSI) heat shield. The baseline system for
both the lower and upper surfaces of the vehicle is LI-900, a silica RSI. It has been esti-
mated that polybenzimidazole (PBI) foam offers a significant saving in heat shield weight over
silica low temperature RSl baselined for the upper surface of the shuttle. PBI foam offers low
density _64 kg/m 3 (_4 Ib/ft 3) with excellent thermal stability and can be directly bonded
to the structure eliminating the strain isolation pad required by the silica RSl system.
In addition, the technology developed in this program is applicable to other thermal pro-
tection requirements within the operational thermal limitation of the PBI tile. Such potential
applications include space tug, hypersonic aircraft, etc.,
This program to develop an improved coating system for the PBI foam was initiated
on 8 August 1974. The program consisted of five tasks and the results of these tasks
are summarized in the following sections.
2.2 TASK 1 --MATERIAL AND PROCESSINGSPECIFICATIONS
At the outset of this program, PBI foam material and processing specifications were
developed for the nominal 64 kg/m 3 (4 Ib/ft 3) foam from previous Whittaker R&D efforts. Through-
out the program, modifications were incorporated into the specifications to more completely
characterize raw material screening and processing techniques. The resultant material
and processing specifications for the PBI foam are presented in Appendix A; these specifi-
cations include:
• Description of raw material requirements
• Prepolymer quality control requirements
• Prepolymer packaging requirements
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• Foam preparation including
- Quantities of prepolymer required
- Facilities and tooling
-- Processing techniques
• Foam quality control
In addition to the foam specifications, material specifications for the baseline ther-
mal control coating (VHT SPlOl) were formulated. These specifications are presented in Ap-
pendix B.
2.3 TASK 2 - COATING TECHNIQUE EVALUATION
The objective of this task was to investigate materials, tile design concepts and pro-
cessing techniques required to develop an insulation system based on PBI foam which will pro-
vide thermal protection in environments typical of the shuttle upper surface. Shuttle, of
course, is only one of the several vehicles which could benefit from success on this program.
A smooth flight surface and precise geometry are required for both engineering design and in-
stallation. Accordingly, a title concept evolved to solve these problems.
An additional objective was to develop a thermal control coating system for the PBI
foam which would provide adequate _/_ values [(_/C)RT_< 0.4 and eTmax 70.8] and remain un-
changed in terms of optical properties for the equivalent of I00 space shuttle flights. The
coating had to be stable in hard vacuum under solar radiation for the equivalent of 300 days
and provide, if possible, an oxidation barrier for the foam,
In order to satisfy these task objectives, a matrix of tile fabrication methods and
optical control coating materials and applications were investigated. Section 2.3.1 reviews
these candidate tile fabrication techniques and the optical control coatings evaluated through-
out the program. Subsequently, Section 2.3.2 reviews both the results of the concept fabrication
evaluations summarized in Section 2.3.1 and the selection of the baseline tile fabrication
technique. Tile fabrication experience gained in the fabrication of radiant lamp test speci-
mens is also summarized in Section 2.3.2.
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2.3.1 Candidate Selection
At the outset of the program, candidate tile concepts and optical control concepts
were identified for investigation. Section 2.3.1.I reviews the tile concepts examined, and
Section 2.3.1.2 identifies the optical coatings evaluated.
2.3.1.I Candidate PBI Tile Concepts
PBI tile packaging must provide dimensional stability, a coatable surface, and an
oxidation barrier. In addition, PBI foam swells slightly after fabrication as it equilibrates
with atmospheric moisture. Hence, when dry PBI foam is bonded to a sheeting material, the
panel will be flat immediately after bonding. However, as the panel picks up moisture, it
warps slightly. Previous experience has demonstrated that this warp can be eliminated if the
panel is skinned o,1both sides. Consequently, various overlay/skin concepts have been in-
vestigated to:
• Provide a smooth, continuous bondable surface which acts as a substrate for the
thermal control coating.
• Provide the underlying foam with an additional barrier to oxidative attack.
• Provide an additional barrier to water absorption by the foam.
• Provide a tough surface which will resist mechanical damage during handling and
erosion of the face and edge of the tile during flight.
An optimum overlay should accomplish these functions, be cost effective, and have miminum
weight.
Earlier experimental work utilized a thin metallic foil (e.g., aluminum, nickel, stain-
less steel) bonded directly to the surface of the foam. Several deficiencies were evident
with metal foil overlays:
e Gross surface imperfections on the foam were translated to the metal foil surface.
• Bonding of the foam to the metal foil with PBI resin was unsatisfactory.
The metal foil overlay concept was abandoned.
In this task of the program, three candidate concepts were investigated.
• No overlay
e Overlay as top skin
• Overlay over skinned foam
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Candidatematerialsfor theoverlaysandskinsinclude:
• QuartzFabric
• E-GlassFabric
• E-GlassMatting
Previoustile fabricationshadusedquartzfabricasanoverlaymaterial. However,significantly
reducedtile exposuret mperatured signconstraints(728°Kinsteadof 811°K)ledto theinves-
tigationof usingE-glassmaterialsfor skinsandoverlays.In addition,E-glassmaterials
arecurrentlyavailableat a lowercostandin lowerweightfabricsthancommerciallyavailable
quartzfabrics. Variouscombinationsof glassclothandmattingwereevaluatedfor skin/
overlaylayupsto optimizesurfaceskinflatness,porosity,andweight.Thebasicfabrica-
tion techniquesinvestigatedarereviewedbelow.
No Overlay
In this concept the thermal control coating is applied directly to the skinned foam.
For example, VHT SPlOl is sprayed onto a layer of PBI/E-GIass fabric. The weight of the
overlay is thereby eliminated. Previous studies have demonstrated that coatings, such as z-g3,
adhered quite well to PBI/quartz or to a PBX/glass balloon syntactic.
J
J
T.C. Coating
_ Top Skin (PBI/E-Glass/Matting)
Foam
Bottom Skin (PBI/Matting)
Overlay as Top Skin
In this concept the foam has a bottom skin of PBI E-Glass fabric and the top foam
surface bonded directly to the overlay. The overlay functions as the top skin to prevent
tile warpage:
_. Overlay
f _ FoamBottom Skin (PBI/E-Glass)
J
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Candidateoverlay materials are listed below:
Matrix Systems:
I. Slip-cast ceramics such as SiO2, BN, AIMgOx, MgSiOx and Al203
2. AIPO4 with fillers to tailor the expansion coefficient
3. PBI resin
Reinforcements/Fillers:
I. Flberfrax paper
2. Quartz and glass fabrics
3. Quartz and glass matting
4. Hollow glass beads
Flame Sprayed Refractories
I. A1203
2. Cr203
3. Zr203
The different reinforcements and matrix materials could be combined, either separately
or In situ, to form a coherent, thin layer.
The most critical parameter to be evaluated with this concept was the adhesion of the
overlay to the foam. If a secondary bonding operation were utilized, the adhesive could be
organic (PBI) or inorganic (e.g., the matrix of the overlay). If cured in situ the adhesive
would be the excess matrix from the overlay.
Overlay Over Skinned Foam
In this concept a top and bottom skin was to be applied to the low density foam prior
to the application of the overlay to the top skin:
/
/
U
/
Overlay
_ Top Skin (PBI/quartz)
Foam
-_. B ttom Skin (PBI/quartz)
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Materialsfor theoverlayin this conceptareaslisted in thepreceedingparagraph.
Themostimportantpropertyto beinvestigatedherewastheadhesionof theoverlayto the
skin.
Reference System
The last concept listed above was in use at the beginning of the program and it is
depicted in Figure 2-I. It required a multistep fabrication using quartz fabric, PBI, Chemceram
and Z-93 in its construction. Briefly the process required the following steps:
I. Impregnate two sheets of quartz fabric with PBI and cure into skins with a
final cure cycle of l hour at 672°K (750°F).
2. Apply PBI adhesive to one side of each skin.
3. Cure skins to PBI foam with a final cure of I/2 hour at 769°K (925°F).
4. Make a quartz fabric reinforced Chemceram hat (geometry shown in Figure 2-I).
5. Apply Chemceram adhesive to the inside of hat and bond to PBI quartz foam sandwich
described above.
6. Send to subcontractor for application of Z-93 thermal control coating.
2.3.1.2 Candidate Thermal Control Coating Selection
The purpose of the thermal control coating is to provide the correct ratio of absorbed
(as) to emitted (c) radiant energy throughout the operational thermal envelope typical of
the upper surface of the space shuttle. A maximum value of _s/_)RT _ 0.4 was targeted with
c _0.8. The coating must also be stable in hard vacuum under solar radiation for the
equivalent of 300 days. This coating should, in addition, exhibit properties consistent with
ground handling and storage environment requirements. Highly desirable would be a coating
which could be cleaned between flights in case of accident or contamination.
A literature review of thermal control coatings which might be candidates for the PBI
LRSI tiles revealed the following state of the art conditions:
I. Testing of previous es/_ coatings had not in general been carried out to the tar-
get temperatures of the present program.
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2. When elevated temperatures were investigated, they were for single cycle _s/C
measurements at elevated temperatures; not for changes in _s/_ after cyclic ex-
posure to high temperatures.
3. Pigment or coating degradation due to solar exposures exceeding 2000 equivalent
sun hours had, in general, not been investigated.
4. Potential refurbishment methods were not documented.
5. Z-93 (silicated ZnO) thermal control coating is available and well documented.
In summary, very little work has been accomplished in developing thermal control coatings for
use in both reentry and space environments.
The availability of space stable thermal control coatings which could be used in
reentry heating environments appears very limited. However, there are a few inorganic and
semi-inorganic materials systems which remain as candidates for this application.
Processing limitations imposed by the maximum reuse temperature of the PBI foam pro-
hibit the direct application of coatings to the PBI foam when firing above 811°K (lO00°F)
is required. This limits the use of porcelain enamel or other high temperature glass type
coatings. However, it is possible to apply such coatings independently to an overlay which
in turn can be bonded (at lower temperatures) to the foam. The use of bonded glass fabrics
or mats was the easiest way to achieve this goal as glass/binder materials can be selected
with the correct Cs/E properties and integrally or secondarily bonded to the foam.
Considering the optical coating design objectives, the candidate coatings selected
for evaluation were:
• Flame Sprayed Coatings
- Al203
- Zr203
• Sprayable
- VHT (SP lOl): TiO2 filled silicone
- DC 805: TiO2 filled silicone elastomer
- Sauereisen Ceramics
• Overlay Concepts
- E-glass fabric bonded with a ceramic cement
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2.3.2 Fabrication Evaluations
The candidate tile fabrication techniques have been evaluated, and these fabrication
experiences are summarized in Section 2.3.2.1. In addition, selection of a baseline fabrica-
tion technique and subsequent fabrication experience gained in the construction of radiant
lamp test specimens are reviewed in this section. Coating fabrication technique evaluations
are summarized in Section 2.3.2.2
2.3.2.1 Tile Fabrication Evaluation
A 0.152 m x 0.152 m x 0.0127 m (6" x 6" x I/2") tile geometry was selected as a baseline
for evaluating fabricability of the candidate PBI tile packaging concepts. The objective
of minimizing the tile weight dictated that the majority of the fabrication evaluation effort
should be directed towards the no overlay concept.
2.3.2.1.I Overlay Concept Evaluation
The first tile fabrication efforts evaluated the overlay fabrication technique. In this
technique, precured skins are bonded directly to the tile. Various candidate sheeting materials
were evaluated for use in the skin fabrications, and Table 2-I presents a description of these
fabrication results. All of the fabrics tested as overlays provided smooth tile surfaces (free
from visual dimples), however it was observed that the surface porosity increased as the fabric
weight was reduced. The results summarized in Table 2-I indicate large variations in the adhe-
sive weights [5.7 x lO"3 to 13.3 x lO-_ kg] (0.0126 to 0.0293 Ibs). Thus, a need for controls
over the adhesive application technique exists.
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2.3.2.1.2 No Overlay Concept Evaluation
In the no overlay concept, PBI prepolymer impregnated fabrics are cured directly to the
foam. Thus, the adhesive layer required to bond the precured skins to the foam in the overlay
fabrication method is eliminated. Tile weights can consequently be reduced.
Three panels were fabricated in this demonstration. The weight savings goal from the
elimination of the PBI adhesive layer was verified for these tiles (summarized in Table 2-2)
thus quantifying the advantage of the no overlay packaging concept. However, this effort demon-
strated that dimples occurred over holes in the foam when fabrics were used but not when matting
was used. Subsequent fabrication efforts using the no overlay technique therefore used matting
in the skins to provide a smooth (free from visual dimples) coating substrate.
2.3.2.1.3 Evaluation of Overlay as Top Skin
An alternate method of packaging of the PBI foam is to precure a hat geometry skin,
and then bond it to the PBI foam with an adhesive layer. After briefly investigating this
concept, it was concluded that the cure shrinkage of the hat would require careful study.
Whittaker Research and Development's 320. kg/m3 (20 pcf) PBI syntactic foam was easily molded
into a suitable hat geometry, however techniques to accomodate its l percent cure shrinkage
were not developed. Increased weight due to the adhesive layer and the cure shrinkage pro-
blems associated with the hat made this an undesirable tile concept.
2.3.2.1.4 Baseline Concept Selection
The preliminary study on tile concepts resulted in the selection of a prime candidate
to be further optimized. Initial screening tests indicated that both methods of bonding
the skins to the foam are structurally acceptable; test specimens exhibited core failure
in shear testing rather than skin delamination. Simplicity of fabrication and minimum
weight were the prime factors in selecting the baseline system to be further optimized. This
concept is to cure the PBI impregnated skins directly to the PBI foam. Two problems however
had to be addressed in this fabrication technique: surface dimpling, and surface porosity.
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Surface porosity can be reduced by:
• Increasing the weight of PBI in the skin
• Using a denser mat
Efforts demonstrated that even after a several fold increase in the weight of PBI, the holes
and porosity in industrial mat skinned tile were difficult to eliminate due to the high
porosity of the mat. Subsequently, a denser mat was investigated. Unfortunately, mats
or felts which would be suitable for use with the PBI system are not readily available.
Commercially available Astroquartz mat, for example, is not sold in 2.54 x 10-" to 5.08 x 10-" m
(10 to 20 mil) thicknesses. However, it can be pealed to 3.18 x lO-_ m -(I/8 inch) thicknesses.
Using this technique, the following result was obtained:
Weight of 0.152 m x 0.152 m x 0.0032 m (6" x 6" x I/8")
Astroquartz Matp k9 (Ib)
0.00079 (0.0017)
Weight of Mat with PBI,
kg (Ib)__
0.00496 (0.0109)
This weight exceeds the-0.0025 kg (0.0055 Ib) (one skin) suggested weight demonstrated pre-
viously (Table 2-2), however, when a smaller amount of PBI prepolymer was used with the
mat, a coatable substrate was not obtained. It contained dry fibers. This small weight
penalty may reflect a preferred skinning technique, however, for the same 0.0049 kg (0.0108 Ib)
obtained with the PBI/Astroquartz, two layers of a lightweight mat or fabric/mat combination
can be used.
The double lightweight skin approach was therefore investigated and the following
results obtained from preliminary experiments.
Weight (kg) of 0.152 m x 0.152 m (6" x 6") Square of Double Layer PBI Sheets
I. Industrial Mat/Carbon felt 0.00374 kg (0.0082 Ib)
2. Industrial Mat/104 E-glass fabric 0.00342 kg (0.0075 Ib)
The 0.152 m x 0.152 m (6" x 6") square weights obtained from these two attempts in com-
bination with the low porosity (visual) suggested that this was a good approach. It was
concluded that this approach provided surface suitable for most types of coatings.
As a result of these fabrication evaluations, the Industrial Mat/E-glass fabric skin
appeared to provide the lightest practical weight and minimized the porosity providing
low permeability and a coatable dimple free surface.
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However,theI04E-glasswasfounddifficult to workwithandI08E-glasswithits better
handleabilitywasselectedastheprogrambaseline.TheI04E-glass[0.152mx 0.152m](6"x
6") swatchweighs0.00046kg(O.OOlOIb) andtheI08E-glassweighs0.00108kg(0.0024Ib).
Asa resultof thefabricationstudies,thebaselinetile composition,contrastedin
Figure2-2withthereferencetile concept,wasselected.
withthis tile conceptis:
I.
2.
3,
4.
5.
2.3.2.1.5
The manufacturing process associated
Impregnate surface mat with PBI adhesive
Wrap PBI foam billet with impregnated mat and cure in tile mold to 672°K (750°F)
(Figure 2-3)
Impregnate I08 E-glass fabric
Place impregnated I08 E-glass fabric into bottom of mold and cure to 672°K (750°F)
Cured E-glass/mat/PBI tile at 728°K (850°F) for l hour.
Baseline Tile Fabrication Experience
Several tiles were fabricated to demonstrate the soundness of this approach and to
provide a basis for weight comparisons with the predicted tile weights summarized in Table 2-3.
The details of fabrication of these tiles are given in Tables 2-4 and 2-5. Only
three discrepancies have been noted for the cured tiles described in Table 2-4.
I. Slight warping of the tile
2. Residual porosity in the PBI/I08 E-glass fabric top surface
3. Higher weights than predicted
The slight tile warping problem is due to the mismatch coefficients of expansion
between the top surface (I08 E-glass/mat) and bottom surface (mat) constructions. The
amount of tile warpage depends upon both tile cross-sectional size and thickness. The
warpage observed in the preliminary tile fabrications did not exceed ±0.020".
The residual porosity in the I08 E-glass top surface was minimal. Fabrication ex-
perience gained at this point demonstrated that the porosity did not affect the coatability
of the tile as the various coatings could be applied with reproducable weights. This
indicated that the coatings could not penetrate the residual porosity.
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TABLE 2-4. PBI PANEL WEIGHT COMPARISONS
(0.152 m x 0.152 m x 0.0127 m tile)
All Weights in kg x lO3 (Ibs)
Panel
No.
1775-I
Panel l
1875-I
Panel 2
I1375-I
Panel 3
I1475-I
Panel 4
11775-I
Panel 5
12075-I
Panel 6
]2175-I
Panel 7
12375-I
Panel 8
12875-I
Panel 9
12975-I
Panel lO
13175-I
Panel II
12375-I
Panel 12
108/surface
mat
_t
Surface mat
Skin Composition
Top Bottom
Surface mat
i Surface mat
I08 and
surface mat
Surface mat
J
)
I
i
i
Surface mat
Second cure
I08
Foam Weight
19.4 (0.0428)
20.4 (0.0450)
19.85 (0.0438)
19.6 (0.0432)
22.15 (0.0488)
18.95 (0.0418)
21.32 (0.0470)
Cured Panel
Weight
29.16 (0.0643)
31.35 (0.0689)
32.8 (0.0723)
29,7 (0.0655)
33.4 (0.0736)
34.15 (0.0753)
28.9 (0.0637)
33.8 (0.0745)
29.4 (0.0648)
31.9 (0.0703)
30.15 (0.0665)
30.5 (0.0672)
32.4 (0.0714)
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TABLE2-5. PBIPANELPROCESSING
ProcessingConditionsPanel
No. Press Postcure
Cure N2
1775-I l hr Ovenl hr
Panell 775°P 900°F
1875-I l hr --Panel2 850°F
I1375-I l hr --
Panel3 750°F
I1475-I l hr Ovenl hrPanel4 800°F 850°F
11775-I l hr Pressl hr
Panel5 750°F 925°F
12075-1 l hr OvenI hr
Panel6 750 850°F
12175-I l hr Ovenl hr
Panel7 750°F 850°F
12375-I l hr Ovenl hr
Panel8 750°F 850°F
12875-I l hr --Panel9 800°F
12975-I l hr --PanellO 850°F
13175-I 1hr --PanelII 850°F
12375-1 I hr --
Panel12 850°F
NOTES:I.
2.
3.
Flatness
Slight
curvature
No
curvature
Slight
curvature
No
curvature
Veryslight
curvature
No
curvature
Flat
Comments
Dimplesafter postcure,VHTcoated,
cut in half andsentto NASA(0.0307)3
Surfacehadsmalldimples
VHTpaintcure30min@58gKwarped
after VHTcoating(0.0352)3
Crackin I08skin,panelflat (0.0303)
Skindimpled.Weightafter postcure
0.03206kg
Surfacesmooth(0.0352)3
Surfacesmooth1.27x lO'"m(0.005")
SomewrinklesdownsidesI08,warped
after severaldays
VHTcoatedcure30min@600°F.Sent
to NASA(0.0307)3
I08curedskinwrinkled,washighin
center,flat now(0.0344)3
Warpedafter VHTcoating,some
porosityin coating
Panelflat after surfacematcure(curel hr @644K(700°K)).Highin
centerafter I08cure(0.0359)s
I08Fabric/PBIprecuredprior to lay-up.
Surfacemat/foamcureprecuredprior to final lay-up.
Weightin kgafter VHTcoating
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Theweightsof thefabricatedtiles wereslightly higherthanthepredictedtile
weights(=4 gfor a 0.152mx 0.152mx 0.0127mtile). Thecalculatedweightshowevera enot
representativeof thefabricationtechnique.ThePBIfoambillet is actuallycutoversize
to insurethatuponmoldclosure,thefoamwill snugthePBIsurfacematagainsthemold
surface.Thisaccountsfor approximatelya l gramincreasein foamweight.Controlof the
E-glassandmatfabricimpregnationwiththePBIprepolymercanfurtherreducetheweight
discrepancy.
Withthebaselinefabricationtechniqueestablished,themanufactureof largerPBI
tiles wasinvestigated.Two0.203mx 0.203mx 0.0127m(8" x 8" x I/2") tiles werefabricated;
onetile hadafoamcoredensityof 49.7kg/m3( 3.1pcf) andtheothera coredensityof
57.7kg/m3 (3.6pcf). Thelowdensitytile exhibitedsurfacedimplingwhereasthe57.7kg/m3
(3.6pcf) corespecimenhadanexcellentsurfacecharacter.ExcessPBIpresentin theskins
increasedthetile weighto 0.051kg(O.ll3 Ib) fromtheexpectedweightof (extrapolatedfrom
previous0.152mx 0.152mx 0.0127m(6"x 6"x I/2") tile weights)0.048kg(0.I06Ib). The
amountof PBIpowderdepositedonthefabric,andthespeedat whichthefabric is pulled
throughtheheated"doctor"bladearethemanufacturingprocesseswhichmustbecontrolled
to assurereproducibleskinimpregnation.Thishadbeenaccomplishedin previousmat/skin
effortsanddoesnotpresenta problemfor thefabricationof largertiles.
Subsequentto hebaselinePBItile fabricationtechniqueselection,fabrication
of radiantlamptest specimensof various izeshasdemonstratedhereproducability,
dimensionalto erances,andtile sizeswhichresultfromthebaselinetile fabrication
technique.Atotal 16test specimenswerefabricatedwith14tiles havingtolerancesonall
dimensionsof 5.08x lO-" m(±0.020in.). Table2-6sun_rizesthetile fabricationresults
andtracestheprocessingresultsona typicaltile.
Thetile fabricationeffortshavedemonstratedthat thebaselinenooverlaytile
conceptrovidesanoptimumweightsystemwhich asexcellentsurfacecharacteristicsfor
subsequentthermalcontrolcoatingapplication.Thisfabricationtechniquehasbeen
demonstratedo beapplicableto tiles of various izes.
2.3.2.2CandidateThermalControlCoatingFabricationEvaluation
Samplesof variouscandidatehermalcontrolcoatingswerefabricatedto evaluate
thecoatingcharacteristics(e.g.,weight,opticalpropertiesandmechanicalproperties).
Thissectionsummarizestheresultsof thesefabricationevaluations.
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The thermal control coating samples described below generally consisted of a layer of
surface mat and a layer of I08 E-glass impregnated with PBI and cured together through a mini-
mum of 672°K (750°F). The PBI/I08 E-glass surface was then sanded and the candidate thermal
control coating applied.
VHT SPlOl White
Two VHT SPlOl 922°K (1200°F) coated skins were fabricated with the following character-
istics (for 0.152 m x 0.152 m (6" x 6") skin).
Mat/108 Skin Weight,
k9 _Ibs)
0.00546 (0.0120)
0.00542 (0.0119)
Cured Weight,
kg (Ibs)
0.00782 (0.0172)
0.00697 (0.0154)
VHT Weight,
ko___._
0.00236 (0.0052)
0.00155 (0.0034)
The VHT SPlOl is sold by Sperex Corporation of Gardena, California and consists of a GE sili-
cone which is modified by Sperex to provide a low solar absorption coefficient and remain
stable at 922°K (1200°F) in air.
VHT SPlOl on Glass Fabrics
Samples of glass were coated with VHT SPlOl for optical property testing. The coatings
were applied with two techniques: spray coated and dip coated. The spray coating was applied
with commercially available spray cans held at a distance of between 0.305 m and 0.457 m (12
to 18 inches) from the surface. For the dip coating, swatches of fabric were dipped into a
container of VHT SPlOl two or three times until visual coverage was obtained. The details of
the fabrication results are reported below.
Spra_ Coated
Fabric Weight VHT/Fabric Weight
Fabric Style k9 x lO3 (Ibs x lO-3) k9 x lO3 (Ibs x lO-3)
I08 0.44 (0.00097) 1.86 (0.0041)
181 3.35 (0.00739) 4.44 (0.0098)
Dip Coated
104 0.16 (0.00035) 0.30 (0.00066)
104" 0.073 (0.00016) 0.19 (0.00042)
108 0.58 (0.00128) 0.78 (0.00172)
108" 0.20 (0.00044) 0.34 (0.00075)
181 3.35 (0.00738) 4.47 (0.0098)
181* 1.16 (0.00256) 1.83 (0.0040)
*0.0254 m x 0.152 m (I" x 6")
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Flame Sprayed Coatings
Four 0.152 m x 0.152 m (6" x 6") sheets of I08 E-Glass/Mat PBI skins were forwarded to
Ametek-Straze for flame spraying and if successful, two weights of the zirconia and alumina
coatings were to be applied. Standard flame spray techniques were employed varying the air-
flow, rate of rod erosion (alumina), distance of torch from substrate, and substrate prepara-
tion to obtain a uniformly coated surface. The details are as listed below.
Wt. of Aluminum Oxide, Thickness,
k9 x 10 3 (Ibs) m (mils)__
Panel Wt. of PBI Skin,
Number kg x I0_ (Ibs)
1 6.7 (0.0148) 21.0 (0.0463) 5.59 x 10-4 - 6.35 x 10-4 (22-25)
2 5.87 (0.0129) 20.8 (0.0459) 4.83 x I0"_ - 5.08 x I0-_ (19-20)
3 5.0 (O.OOl) 20.3 (0.0448) 4.32 x lO-_ - 5.08 x lO-_ (17-20)
4 5.5 (O.Ol21) 26.3 (0.0580) 5.33 x lO-" - 6.86 x lO-_ (21-27)
Flame sprayed zirconia abraided the PBI skins during application and consequently is an un-
suitable coating.
Sauereisen and Sauereisen/Fabric Coatings
A mixture of 19.6 percent Sauereisen No. 29, 70 percent Sauereisen No. 14 Thinner and
I0.4 percent Emerson & Cumings FTF.15 glass bubbles was coated onto two 0.152 m x 0.152 m
(6" x 6") sheets of 108/Mat/PBI at two weights. The Sauereisen coatings were troweled onto
the sheets in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications to a thickness which provided
visual coverage. The dried weights of the two coatings were 0.012 and 0.018 kg (0.0265 and
0.0397 Ibs). These coatings debonded upondrying at 373°K (211°F).
The Sauereisen Company was contacted for assistance in techniques which would provide
better adhesion to the PBI. Sauereisen cements do not adhere well to organics, but the use
of a silane coupling agent sometimes improves the adhesion. The Sauereisens can be pigmented
and they do require pigmenting in order to reduce the coating weight required to whiten the
PBI. Three Sauereisen coated glass fabrics were fabricated with the following results:
Sample Weight
0.152 m x 0.152 m (6" x 6")
Fabric kg (Ib)
I08 E-glass 0.0126 (0.0278)
ll6 E-glass 0.0134 (0.0295)
181 E-glass 0.0180 (0.0397)
Optical property measurements were made on these samples. However, the coatings were extremely
brittle and are unsuitable for use on the baseline tile even if better adhesion to the PBI can
be accomplished with a coupling agent.
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DC 805 Silicone
DC 805 silicone resin and TiO2 (-325 mesh) coatings have been applied successfully to
the prepared PBI skins. A solution of toluene, DC 805 resin and TiO2 pigment was sprayed
onto the sanded substrate from a distance of approximately 0.305 m (12 inches). The DC B05
was filled with TiO2 at two weight levels: one part of resin to two and three parts of TiO 2.
The data for the two 0.152 m x 0.152 m (6" x 6") skins are as follows:
Weights, kg (Ibs)
TiO 2 Loading l to 2 l to 3
Wt. of PBI skins 0.0066 (0.0146) 0.0064 (O.Ol41)
Coating 0.0050 (O.OllO) 0.0036 (0.0070)
Total O.Oll6 (0.0256) O.OlO0 (0.0220)
Cured: 40 minutes at 533°K (500°F)
From a fabrication standpoint, this coating system is acceptable.
A review of the coating fabrication work reveals that three acceptable coating con-
cepts can be identified. These are (listed in order of increasing weight):
I. VHT (SPlOl)
2. DC 805
3. Flame sprayed alumina
2.3.3 Foam Moisture Evaluation
PBI foam has a residual moisture content of approximately 4 percent under normal
atmospheric conditions. This water is removed under vacuum exposure or by heating. Treat-
ment of the foam with known organic hydrophobic compounds was investigated in an attempt to
reduce this moisture content. It is desirable to reduce the equilibrium moisture content
of the tiles for several reasons. First, lower moisture content tiles are lighter, and
secondly, when subjected to ascent heating and depressurization, internal pressures caused
by moisture vaporization are reduced. Thirdly, tile warpage is reduced when the foam mois-
ture content is limited. PBI samples were skinned on two surfaces leaving the sides open for
treatment with the hydrophobes. The hydrophobes were dissolved in a low boiling temperature
solvent, and the test sample was submerged in the solution until air stopped coming out of
the specimen. The sample was subsequently dried. The residual moisture content of each sam-
ple was established prior to hydrophobic treatment. Subsequent to the treatment, the samples
were allowed to equilibrate with a controlled humidity environment, and the resultant weight
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gainfrommoisturepickupwasobtained.In addition,severalspecimenswereheatedto 617°K
(650°F)for l hour. Theequilibrium oisturecontentswereagainestablished.Thesetest
resultsarepresentedin Table2-7. Treatmentof thefoamwiththehydrophobicagentsdid
notsignificantlyaffecttheequilibriummoisturecontent,andthetotal weightof thematerial
wasin generalincreasedbytheamountof hydrophobiccompoundad ed.
Thefive siliconetreatedsamplesseenin Table2-7which adbeenheatedto 617°K
(650°F)weretestedfor resistanceto penetrationbyliquidwater.Twodropsof waterwere
placedona surfaceandallowedto standfor 15seconds.Thedropswereblownoff withN2 and
thetile wasreweighed.Theseresultsarepresentedin Table2-7a. It is concludedthatthe
DC530providesawaterproofingeffectsuggestinggoodrain resistancewitha tile weight
penaltydueto thetreatmentof from5.4to 7.5percent.
Additionaltestinghasbeenperformedto evaluatethemoistureresistanceof thebase-
line tile conceptin boththecoatedanduncoatedconfigurations.Four0.152mx 0.152mx
0.0127x (6"x 6" x I/2") tiles wereweighed,ried,andreweighedto obtaintheequilibrium
moisturecontentof thePBItiles. In addition,weightlossof thetiles betweentheir pre-
viouscurehistory672°K(750°F)andanadditional728°K(850°F)curewasrecorded.These
resultsarepresentedin Table2-8. Thefour tiles showedanaveragemoisturelossof 6.1
percentafter l hourat 450°K(350°F).Thetiles hadanaverageweightloss,after the728°K
(850°F)cure,of 0.3percentwithtwoshowingessentiallynolosswhichindicatesthemassloss
in thecurecycleis basicallycompletedat a temperatureof 672°K(750°F).Theaveragemois-
tureregainsof thefour tiles was5.3percent.
The5.3percentis a nominall percenthigherthanhasbeenmeasuredonthePB!foam
in nontilegeometry.Thesmallamountof glassaddedto tile mayberesponsiblefor this l
percentincrease.It requiresabout2 daysfor thetiles to attaintheir equilibriumweights.
Tile numbers4 and6 weresubsequentlycoatedwiththeVHTSPlOl.Tile No.4was
coatedwithl.OgandNo.6 with1.7gof thecoating.Theequilibriumweightincreasesof
thetiles after thecoatinghadbeencuredwere4.6percentand4.2percent,respectively,
showing0.5percentto 1.6percentweightsavingsovertheuncoatedtiles.
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2.3.4 Screenin 9 Tests
Throughout the coating development program, screening tests have been performed to
evaluate the applicability of various thermal control coating and foam packaging concepts.
The foam packaging concepts must provide foam stabilization, survive thermal shock, have
structural integrity, have adequate impact resistance, and provide an appropriate substrate
for the thermal control coating. In addition, the thermal control coating must provide the
correct optical properties, demonstrate water proofing capability, and survive the ground
handling environment.
A variety of screening tests have been performed to evaluate the candidate packaging
and thermal control coating comcepts. Section 2.3.4.1 presents the results of shear testing
and Section 2.3.4.2 reviews the thermal shock testing. The impact testing is evaluated in
Section 2.3.4.3. Outgassing test results are presented in Section 2.3.4.4 and optical property
measurements of the candidate thermal control coatings are reviewed in Section 2.3.4.5.
2.3.4.1 Shear Testing
Shear tests were used to evaluate the bond between the foam and its skins. The shear
characteristics of the candidate skin/foam package concepts were evaluated in tests similar to
those decribed in ASTM C273. The preliminary screening was performed at room temperature with
the panels bonded to the loading plates.
I_ _ Foam
Table 2-9 presents a summary of these results for both integral and bonded skin tile construc-
tion. The test results all indicate acceptable skin fabrication techniques as core failure
was observed without skin delamination from the foam. Additional shear testing has been
performed on the selected tile packaging technique at elevated temperatures to assess the skin/
foam bond integrity under conditions typical of a shuttle entry. Table 2-10 presents the re-
sults of these tests. These results demonstrate that the foam is the weakest part of the
baseline tile at temperature.
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TABLE2-9. PBITILESHEARTESTRESULTS
SheetMaterial
I04E-Glass
ll2 E-Glass
ll6 E-Glass
SurfaceMat
SwirledMat
AstroMatQuartz
I04E-Glass
SurfaceMat
SurfaceMat
Skin
Attachment
Technique
PBIAdhesive
PBIAdhesive
PBIAdhesive
PBIAdhesive
PBIAdhesive
PBIAdhesive
IntegralBond
IntegralBond
IntegralBond
ShearTestResultsTestArea
0.0508mx 0,1524m(2"x 6")
Corefailure@
293kg(645Ib)
Corefailure@
311kg(685Ib)
Corefailure@
395kg(870Ib)
Corefailure@
333k9(735Ib)
Corefailure@
356kg(785Ib)
Corefailure@
260kg(575Ib)
Corefailure@
356kg(785Ib)
Corefailure@
374kg(825Ib)
Corefailure@
313kg(690Ib)
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TABLE 2-10. TILE SHEAR TESTS
Test Temperature
RT
533°K (500°F)
644°K (700°F)
2.3.4.2 Outgassing Tests
Shear Test Results,
0.0508 m x 0.152 m (2" x 6")
Test Area
Core failure at 207 kg (457 Ibs)
Core failure at 194 kg (429 Ibs)
Adhesive failed at 67 kg (147 Ibs)
In order to verify the thermal stability oF the PBI tile, outgassing tests were con-
ducted on two elements of the tile by Dr. John Park at Goddard Space Center. These results
were:
769°K (925°F) Cured PBI Foam
Average total mass loss 4.09 percent
Average condensables O.Ol percent
728°K (850°F) Cured Mat/Fabric/PBI skin
Average total mass loss 2.77 percent
Average condensables 0.02 percent
Regain After Conditioning
24 hours at RT in 50 percent R.H. 2.77 percent
These results demonstrate that the mass loss is primarily attributable to the loss of moisture
from the tile components. In addition, less than 0.02 percent condensables were observed,
which indicates that contamination of components surrouding a PBI tile will be virtually non-
existant for the reuse thermal envelope of interest (T _850°F).
2.3.4.3 Optical Property Testing
Measurements of coating optical properties were required to characterize the response
of the PBI system to the orbital and reentry thermal environments. For each coating material
to be evaluated, tests were needed to evaluate the following properties:
Emittance versus surface temperatures for the range 294°K to 811°K (70°F to lO00°F)
Emittance following exposure at high temperature in an oxidizing environment
Solar absorptance
Solar absorptance following exposure to ultraviolet degradation
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TheseopticalmeasurementswereperformedbyNASAAmesonthecandidatecoatingconceptsde-
scribedin Section2.3.2.2,andTable2-11presentsa summaryof theseresults. Flamesprayed
alumina,and181glassoverlayprovideunacceptableopticalpropertiesthroughoutthetempera-
turerangeof interest. In addition,after a thermalexposureof 16hoursat 617°K(650°F)
theDC805with3partsTiO2 andtheVHTSPlOldemonstratedacceptableopticalperformance.
Thethermalstability of theopticalcoatingis a desirablefeature(requiredfor shuttle
application).Areviewof therelativecoatingweightsindicatesthat VHTSPIOIis byfar
thelightest. Anadditionaltesthasbeenperformedto evaluatetheflexibility of thevari-
ouscandidatehermalcontrolcoatingsbeforeandafter thermalexposure.Theseresults,pre-
sentedin Table2-12,indicatethat VHTSPlOlis themostflexiblecoating.
Evaluationof theopticalcoatingapplicationtechniques,opticalcharacteristics,and
thermalstability resultedin theselectionof a baselineopticalcoatingsystem.Thefollow-
ingdiscussiondelineatesthereasonsfor the_iminationofvariouscoatingconcepts.Flame
sprayedzirconiaabraidedthePBIskinsduringapplication,andconseguentlywasanunsuitable
coating. TheSauereisencoatingsdidnotbondwell to thePBIskins,andhencewerenotapprop-
eiatecandidatecoatings.Theflamesprayaluminacoatingwasextremelyheavyanddifficult to
fabricateandconsequentlywasnotanacceptablecandidate.TheVHTSPlOlandtheTiO2 loaded
DC805(2partsTiO2) bothhaveacceptableopticalproperties,however,thermalstability testing
indicatedthat DC805was ignificantlymorebrittle afterheatsoakat 617°K(650°F).Hence,
VHTSPlOlwasselectedastheprimecandidatecoatingsystem.
2.3.4.4ThermalShockTesting
Thethermalshocktestingandimpacttestingevaluatedthebaselinesystemperformance
only(i.e., VHTSPlOlwastheonlythermalcontrolcoatingevaluated).Theeffectsof low
temperatures(typicalof on-orbitenvironments)uponthetile integritywereinvestigated
underthis programusingthermalshocktestingonthebaselinetile configurationcoated
withVHTSPlOl.In addition,thetiles werebondedto analuminumplateandsubjectedto
severecold/thermalshockenvironmentsto assessthecapabilitiesof thetile/bondsystem.
Thesamplewasimmersedin LN2for 15minutes,removedandplacedin a644°K(700°F)
oven.Thetile wasthenallowedto coolto roomtemperature.After lOsuchcycles,the
surfacexhibitedmicrocrackingin theVHTcoating.Additionaltestinghasindicatedthat
themicrocrackingtypicallyoccursin thehightemperatureportionof thethermalcycle(RT
to 644°K(700°F)).Fourthermalshockcyclesof thebaselinetile conceptbondedwithRTV-
560to a 1.78kg(0.062inch)aluminumplatewereperformed.Thethermalshockcyclesprovided:
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• I0 min. hold in LN2 (72°K (-320°F))
• 2 min. hold in RT (294°K (70°F))
• lO min. hold on 644°K (700°F) platten
These tests demonstrated the integrity of the baseline tile concept (including bond)
in severe themal shock environments.
2.3.4.5 Impact Testing
Preliminary screening tests have been performed to evaluate the impact resistance of
the baseline tile system. These tests were performed by dropping a steel ball {0.0413 m
(I-5/8 inch) diameter, 0.281 kg (0.62 Ib)) onto a VHT SPlOl coated tile from varying heights.
The results of these tests are presented in Table 2-13.
TABLE 2-13. IMPACT RESISTANCE OF PBI TILE
Joules
0.013
0.013
0.0084
0.0084
0.0084
0.0084
0.0084
0.0067
0.0067
Energy
(ft-lb)
(0.31)
(0.31)
(0.20)
(0.20)
(0.20)
(0.20)
(0.20)
(0.16)
(o.16)
Effect
Skin torn
Skin torn
Tile dented - recovered
Tile dented - skin torn
Tile dented - did not recover
Tile dented - did not recover
No visible effect
No visible effect
No visible effect
2,3,4,6 AdFesive Evaluation
Three adhesives, RTV-560, Hysol modified 934 and DC XF-3-6016 were tested for use as
an adhesive for bonding PBI tiles to aluminum. After cure at room temperature the specimens
were soaked for 15 minutes in LN2 and then warmed to 450°K (350°F) in an oven. The RTV-560
and Hysol modified 934 were sawed into smaller specimens.
aluminum, and the following was observed:
Adhesion to Adhesion to
Aluminum Adhesive Foam
RTV-560 No failure Failure No failure
Modified Hysol 934 Failure No failure No failure
DC XF-3-6016 Failure No failure No failure
Thus, the RTV-560 failed cohesively and the other two adhesively.
The foam was pryed away from the
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Theseresultsareinterpretedasfollows: TheRTV-560bondswell to boththealuminum
andPBIfoam;thePBIfoamat this density_96kg/m3(6 pcf) is strongerthantheRTV-560.
TheidealadhesivewouldhavecausedthePBIto fail. Consequently,this test indicatesthat
theRTV-560maylimit tile sizesinceit fails prior to thePBIfoam.Thesetestsalsoindi-
catethattheotheradhesivesareinferior to RTV-560for bondingto thealuminumsubstrate.
Thus,RTV-560wastheselectedadhesivefor thePBIsystem.
2.4 TASK3-MATERIALPROPERTIES
Thevariouscomponentsof thePBIsystemhadto becharacterizedin orderto provide
therequiredatabasefor analyzingtheperformanceof thecoatedPBItile in projected
operationalenvironments(e.g., shuttleuppersurface,hypersonicaircraft, spacetug, etc.).
Bothmechanicalandthermophysicald tawereobtainedoneachtile componentthroughthe
followingtests:
• Tensilestrength
• Compression
• Thermalexpansion
• ThermalconducLivity
Section2.4.1reviewstheresultsof themechanicalpropertytesting,andthermophysical
propertyevaluationsaresummarizedin Section2.4.2.
2.4.1 Mechanical Properties
Both tension and compression testing were performed on PBI foam over the temperature
range wherein the PBI reuse capability exists. In addition to foam characterization, the
mechanical properties of the baseline skin concepts were obtained from tensile tests performed
over the same temperature range. Table 2-14 presents the results of the foam tensile testing
(performed per ASTM D1623), and Table 2-15 reviews the compression test results (performed
as per ASTM D1621). The matrix displayed in Table 2-15 indicates the results of testing per-
formed on each individual specimen sectioned from a 0.3048 m (l foot) by 0.3048 m (l foot)
PBI foam panel. Density, strength, direction of test, and modulus' are reported for each
specimen tested.
The tensile test results for the two tile skin fabrications are summarized in Tables
2-16 and 2-17. These results indicate that the surface mat/PBI skin required approximately
a factor of three lower load for failure than the I08 E-glass/surface mat/PBI skin construction.
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TABLE 2-14. TENSILE STRENGTHOF PBI FOAM**
Thermal Exposure* Strength Modulus Strain to Failure
Temperature, °K (°F) N/m2 (psi) N/m2 (psi) m/m
RT
561 (55O)
617 (650)
644 (700)
5.24 x 105 (76)
6.41 x 105 (93)
2.90 x 105 (42)
2.76 x IO s (40)
2.21 x I0; (3.2 x 103 )
2.00 x I0; (2.9 x 103 )
6.21 x IO s (0.9 x 103 )
2.00 x lO 7 (2.9 x I03)
0.038
0.042
0.043
0.022
NOTES: I. All properties averaged
2. PBI foam nominal density, 64 kg/m 3 (4 Ibs/ft 3)
16 hours at 5066 n/m 2 (0.05 atm) air pressure
Tests performed by NASA/ARC
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TABLE 2-15. COMPRESSION STRENGTH OF PBI FOAM*
North Side
42.46 38.75 39.33 40.14 r/_"_%_n//7_/'/////i_/ >z/////_
30.61 38.61 35.23 26.68 : _49.44_/ 30.61 _58.81_
*/,/,//// _/H/I//_, z/I//,'Ill//////// l/Z////<_
35.27 _45.36 _,,744.78_ 40.26 _42.11//_/,45 13_<46.06_ 47.68
/45.3725.71_4778_344.75_30.34_4475J/" "_4537_36.75
6.75 _.14 48 /','12.41_ 7.58,u_J;_,,,H,_,, _4.¢8._._.7>6_,12.41_.,,.,_..,9.65
/////i// //////// ,l// ill _ ///_///]
37.82 41 53 38.75 _42.004 /42 35zv 42.35 /44.90_/49.54_
" #<, " i-/
z41 92_ 37 _46.54Z_44.12_26.68 35.51 30.89_41.377 • 33.
,_. _. _ _,<-,. ; $ o :I: _ o
6.89 10.34 6.75 //II.72 _/ /11.72"/ 8.27 _I 1.72//_/_I 1.72_
,///i,z,/l //II/// ///////// _'////I/L,
//43 .LI I I/#_ "...I,IIII 71 i/H/I, 7"/I i7t_/39.21 36.89 38.87 40.26 97 ;/v 944.43_ >.47.22/_//44.09_
_,42 89_/ _46.54_ _50.26_57.02_
24.72_:28.82533.09__2.13®_,_x"_,,,_: _;','_ x_ :_ _,8.96 8.27 8.96 7.58
'46.41_/ 46.99 41.30
22.06 26.96 30.61 26.96 .86 ;49.64 _ 36.13 40.47
o o $ a _ _,, s
,I2.41/_, 9.65 13.106.34 6.55 8.96 "_/1111//_ / IIIII,
//ll///z/_ ,/,1/III/,
40.37 38.52 38.98 41.65 _43.517'/ 42.93 //42.58_, 38.75
32.47 31.23 25.10 37.37 _48.40/// 34.89 /47.16_, 32.75
965 896 689 11.o3 ,,,,,,,,,_'1517_8.96 _5>S@ 8.27
"I/IIIIII
38.40 35.27 37.94 40.72 _41.53_/ 40.61 38.98 36.20
29.72 30.89 27.85 36.13 _44.13//_Z 31.85 32.47 36.13
$
17.93 8.96 6.55 11.71 _13 I0_ 8.27 9.65 12.417,/>,II/
"/_. I / I /Ii37.59 35.04 33.30 36.20 38.17 ,43.27// 39.56 38.05
31.85 28.82 32.75 24.80 37.36 /,,_47"16"_// 33.37 23.86
,.-, o ,--, o
9.65 8.27 II.03 6.34 8.96 _|4.48_ 8.27 6.83
i/iiiiiii
South Side
*Tests performed by NASA/ARC
2% deflection
_'_Strong (above 4.04 x I0 s nlm _)
Density kg/m _
Strength N/m _ x lO-"
Direction Modulus N/m _ x lO -_ **
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2.4.2 Thermophxsical Properties
Thermal expansion measurements were made on the PBI foam as the skins used in
packaging the foam. These measurements, along with the tensile strength measurements, provide
the required information for performing thermostructural analysis of the tensile concept.
Between RT and 394°K (250°F), measurements to obtain the PBI skin expansion coeffi-
cients showed no net expansion. This was undoubtedly due to the initial loss of water and
shrinking of the PBI skins. Subsequently, thermal expansion measurements of the skins were
obtained separating the thermal and humidity effects using the DuPont Thermal Analyzer. The
results of these measurements for the various materials used in the PBI tile were as follows:
108 E-glass/surface mat/PBl @ 54 percent resin -
548°K - 648°K (526°F - 706°F); _ : 16.2 x lO-6m/m°K
Surface mat/PBl @76.5 percent resin -
323°K - 673°K (121°F - 751°F); _ = 23.2 x 10 -6 m/m-°K
PBI (64.1 kg/m 3 (4 pcf)) -
473°K - 546°K (391°F - 523°F); _ = 54 x 10 -6 m/m-°K
Aluminum calibration -
400°K (260°F); _ = 24.9 x 10 .6 m/m-°K
The measurements taken on the PBI skin fabrications were taken edgewise on composites fabri-
cated from layers of the skin material. These measurements may not accurately reflect the
expansion coefficient of a single ply. However, they appear to be adequate for the initial
design screening/evaluation.
Two PBI foam specimens with nominal densities of 56.1 and 72.1 kg/m 3 (3.5 and 4.5
Ib/ft _) were forwarded to Dynatch for thermal conductivity measurements. The materials were
tested in accordance with ASTM C177, "Thermal Conductivity of Materials by Means of the
Guarded Hot Plate" with the system enclosed in a bell jar evacuated to 0.0133 N/m 2 (I x I0 -"
torr). Table 2-18 presents the results obtained in this test series.
Thermal conductivity measurements were previously made (prior to this program) on
similarly processed PBI foam with a nominal density of 80 KG/m3 (5 I b/ft3). Arc testing by
both Aerotherm and NASA as well as additional guarded hot plate measurements were performed
to obtain these data. Figure 2-4 compares these data with those described in Table 2-18.
Both nominal and upper bound conductivities were defined for subsequent analyses based upon
this presentation of available data, At elevated temperatures guarded hot plate measurements
on low density insulators become inaccurate. Hence, the data reduced from arc testing was
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TABLE 2-18. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF PBI FOAM
Temperature
oK oF
294 70
505 450
672 750
Thermal Conductivity
p = 56.1 kg/m 3 (3.5 pcf) p = 72.1 kg/m 3 (4.5 pcf)
Btu BtuW
m-OK ft-hr-°F
0.014 0.0081
0.049 0.0283
0.120 0.0690
W
m-OK ft-hr-°F
0.016 0.0092
0.120 0.0690
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weightedheavilyat hightemperaturesin definingreasonablenominalndupperboundthermal
conductivityvaluesfor usein subsequenta alyses.
2.5 TASK4- SYSTEMSANALYSIS
Sensitivityanalyses,thermalsizing,andstructuralevaluationsof thebaselinePBI
tile conceptwereconductedto identifytheoptimumPBItile construction,attachmenttech-
niques,andsize. Thesensitivityanalyseswereperformedto determinethepotentialtrade-
offs availablein selectingvariouscoatingsystemsaswell theeffectsof bondlinethicknesses
andfoamdensitiesuponsystemperformance.Subsequently,hetile thermalandstructural
sizingconstraintswereevaluatedfor typicalshuttleuppersurfacentryenvironments(repre-
sentedbythe617°K,728°K,and811°K(650°F,850°F,andlO00°F)isotherms).Thebasicmodel-
ingassumptionsusedin thesensitivitystudywere:
• Heatingprofileswerefromspaceshuttletrajectory140-40
m Initial temperature= 294°K (70°F)
• Maximum bondline temperature = 450°K (350°F)
• The nominal material properties are:
- PBI
p = 64 kg/m3 (4 Ib/ft3), Cp = 1464 J/kg-°K (0.35 Btu/Ib-°F)
Thermal Conductivity
- RTV
Temperature,°K(°R)
256 (460)
311 (560)
811 (1460)
W/m-°K (Btu/ft-sec-°F)
0.0172 (0.00000277)
o.o311(0.0o0005)
0.I127 (O.O000181)
p = 1409 kg/m3 (88 Ib/ft3), Cp = 1464 J/kg-°K (0.35 Btu/Ib-°F)
Thermal conductivity = 0.3288 w/m°K (0.0000528 Btu/ft-sec-°F)
- Al
p = 2690 kg/m_ (168 Ib/ft3), Cp = 837 J/kg-°K (0.2 Btu/lb-°F)
Thermal conductivity = 17.25 W/m -°K (0.00277 Btu/ft-sec-°F)
The nominal coating is described by:
- Coating weight (including skins and VHT coating) = 0.4496 kg/m2 (0.092 Ib/ft_)
- Surface emittance = 0.8
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The sensitivity of the TPS sizing to variations in coating properties, PBI thermophysical
properties, and bondline thickness are presented in Figures 2-5 through 2-9. In these sensi-
tivity results, the unit system weight is composed of:
• Nominal coating weight
• PBI foam weight
• Bond weight
The coating's optical properties have a significant impact upon the resultant TPS
section weight. As shown in Figure 2-5, a variation in the surface emittance from the nomi-
nal value of 0.8 down to 0.6 results in approximately a 15 percent increase in the unit system
weight. This sensitivity has been presented as a function of the peak heating rate representa-
tive of typical shuttle upper surface heating profiles. By comparison, approximately a 6
percent variation in system weight results when the bond thickness is increased 67 percent
from the nominal value (reference Figure 2-6). Observing Figure 2-7, one may conclude that
the TPS unit system weight exhibits a strong sensitivity to the aluminum substrate thickness
upon which the TPS is mounted.
Typically, foam thermal conductivity varies with density as well as temperature. To
assess the importance of this effect, the PBI thermal conductivity was assumed to exhibit the
same density dependence as a typical foam. The results presented in Figure 2-8 indicate that
lower density foam produces lower system weights. However, a 3 kg/m_ (I/2 Ib/ft3) density
variation only reduces the system weight by approximately 9 percent. The effect of maximum
surface temperature upon the system weight required to limit the bondline temperature to 450°K
(350°F) is demonstrated in Figure 2-9. Thermal analyses have indicated that the coating weight
does not influence the system performance due to its surface thermal capacitance effects. Conse-
quently, the coating weight is simply treated as an additive term to the unit system weight.
Additional coating development work performed throughout the program does not change the ther-
mal analysis results presented except from the standpoint of optical property variations.
These initial sensitivity studies were performed early in the program to give direc-
tion to the subsequent tile development effort. When it was determined that the baseline
thermal control coating had better optical properties with approximately the target weight
(0.425 kg/m2 (0.087 Ib/ft2) actual vs. 0.449 kg/m2 (0.092 Ib/ft2) target) several additional
thermal sensitivity analyses were performed. Figure 2-I0 displays the effect of improved
surface emittance upon the system weight [(0.425 kg/m2 (0.087 Ib/ft2)(coating + skins), 0.215
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4
1 I
p = 4 pcf
TP_J 140-40 (Tmax
--0.006" RTV
= 850°F)
Nominal ConduCtivity
0.092 Ib/ft2 coating
R I
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 O.lO
inches
I ,I I I I I
0 0,0005 O.OOl 0.0015 0.002 0.0025
meters
Aluminum Thickness
Figure 2-7. System weight sensitivity to aluminum substrate thickness,
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3 D.6
_2=, _.4
I 1
p : 4 pcf
TRAJ 140-40 I
0.006" RTV
--0.000" A_
Nominal Conductivity
1 ).2
0 0
600
I I
350
700 800 900 lO00
(°R)
I I I I
400 450 500 550
(°K)
rlaximum Surface Temperature
Figure 2-9. System weight sensitivity to maximum surface temperature.
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kglm 2 (0.044 Iblft 2) RTV-560 bond, and PBI foam weight @ 64 kg/m 3 (4 Ib/ft3)]. The effects
of using various interpretations of PBI thermal conductivity are also depicted. These thermal
conductivity values (upper and nominal) were described in Section 2.5.2.
A comparison between the current baseline system weight and the reference system weight
at the outset of the program (Table 2-19) shows that the most significant weight savings has
been achieved in the coating and surface skin components of the tile.
2.5.1 Thermostructural Sizing
Simplified structural analyses were performed to evaluate the integrity of the PBI
tile concept under thermal loading typical of shuttle upper surface environments. Several
screening tests were performed and evaluated analytically to verify the analytical techniques
and material properties to be used in the tile thermostructural sizing. The objectives of the
Lile stress analyses were to identify critical tile structural elements, potential failure
modes, and maximum tile size.
Various 0.152 m x 0.152 m x 0.0127 m (6" x 6" x I/2") tile layups were evaluated ex-
perimentally and analytically in a series of screening tests, and these layup configurations
are summarized in Table 2-20. Classical plate analysis techniques (Reference 6) were employed
in the analyses performed.
Analyses quite clearly indicate that the material properties strongly affect the pre-
dicted deflection. It has been implicitly assumed that within small deflection theory, the
predicted deflections should be quite accurate. Consequently, deviations were attributed to
material property uncertainties with the ranking of materials relative to confidence in the
material properties shown below:
1 Aluminum
2 PBI
3 RTV
4 E-glass
5 Mat
High Confidence
Low Confidence
Of the five PBI tile material components, aluminum, PBI, and RTV material properties are well
documented. Thus, in the analysis performed, only the E-glass and surface mat properties were
adjusted in an attempt to match the test data.
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TABLE 2-20. THERMOSTRUCTURALSCREENINGSPECIMEN CONFIGURATIONS
Specimen
Number C__onfiguratien
1 PBI
2 Mat/RTV/AI
3 E-Glass/Mat/PBl/Mat
4 E-Glass/Mat/PBI/RTV/AI
5 E-Glass/Mat/PBI/Mat/RTV/AI
For the screening tests previously mentioned, a temperature gradient was imposed upon
each test specimen (644°K (700°F) front face to 450°K (350°F) backface), and the resultant
tile deflections were recorded. The first specimen described in Table 2-20 was tested to
verify the PBI properties. Analyses of specimen No. 2 test results provided information on
the surface mat used in the layup. Next, the E-glass properties were evaluated throughout
tests performed on specimen No. 3 of the screening test series. Subsequent screening tests
were evaluated to confirm the results indicated by the first three tests. The material pro-
perties resulting from these analyses are summarized in Table 2-21.
Some discrepancies in modulus and expansion coefficient values resulted for both the
E-glass and surface mat materials, but it is presently felt that these variations are most
likely within the testing uncertainties.
Thermostructural analyses of the screening tests indicated that within the linear
plate theory, the deflection predictions (summarized in Table 2-22) are quite good. Negative
deflections indicate a convex heated surface. In all cases, the direction of curvature is
correctly predicted. Finally, the most accurate predictions are for tests which most closely
correspond to the flight configuration (tests numbers 4 and 5 from Table 2-20).
Thermostructural analyses of the baseline PBI tile were performed for a typical shuttle
upper surface environment at the time of peak thermal gradient through the tile. Transient
thermal response predictions were performed with the Charring Material Thermal Response and
Ablation (CMA) program (Reference 7) for two tile configurations:
• 0.152 m x 0.152 m x 0.0140 m (6" x 6" x 0.55") tile with 617°K (650_F) maximum
surface temperature
• 0.152 m x 0.152 m x 0.0140 m (6" x 6" x 0.95") tile with 728°K (850°F) maximum
surface temperature
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Thepeakthermalgradient,asdeducedfromtheCMAtransientthermalresponsecomputations,
wasusedin thestresscalculationfor thePBItile; theresultsof thetile structural
analysesaresummarizedin Table2-23. Forthe728°K(850°F)maximumsurfacetemperature
case,themostcritical componentto hetile survivalis theE-glass.Largemarginsof
safetyareobservedfor all theothertile componentsi bothcases.Subsequently,stress
calculationswereperformedto estimatethemaximumtile dimensionsthatcouldbeusedin
thecaseof a728°K(850°F)peaksurfacetemperatureexposure.Theseresultsindicatethat
theE-glasslayerlimits thetile sizeto approximatelya0.203m(8"x 8") crosssection.
It is concludedthat thebaselinePBItile conceptis structurallyadequatewithinthe
tile usetemperaturerange(ll7°K- 728°K(-250°Fto 850°F))for sizesupto approximately
0.203mx 0.203mx 0.0254m(8" x 8" x l").
2.6 QualityAssurance
A reviewof qualityassuranceprogramrequirementsfor theproductionof coatedPBI
tiles wasconductedto insureNASAthatcontinuitycouldbemaintainedif theneedshould
ariseto scale-upthePBIdevelopmentto afull scaleproductioneffort. Inspectionof docu-
mentation,identificationandevaluationof qualityproblems,andmaintainingoverallliaison
withWR&Dqualityassurancep rsonnelwereaccomplishedunderthis effort. Recommendations
for acomprehensivequalitycontrolprogramweremade.
Forflight applicationsof PBItiles, a basicqualityassurancesystemthat complies
withtherequirementsof NASANHB5300-4(IB)"QualityProgramProvisionsfor Aeronautical
andSpaceSystemContractors"mustbeemployed.
Thequalityassuranceorganizationmustassurethat all projectsandproductsmeetac-
ceptablestandardsof quality. Completedocumentationmustbemaintainedonpertinentattri-
butesandmeasuredvaluesonrawmaterials,processing,andcompletedtile fabrications.
Theserecordsmustprovideacceptabletracability for eacharticle shipped.Theremustbe,
in addition,a programfor periodicallyverifyingtheaccuracyof all measuringinstruments
anddevices,andfor calibratingall processingequipment.
Utilizingtherequirementscontainedin thematerialandprocesspecifications,
QualityAssurancemustreviewandapproveall purchaseordersprior to their issuance.In-
comingmaterialsmustbeinspectedfor complianceto thepurshaseorderandapplicablespeci-
fications. Priorto storage,theacceptedmaterialsmustbesuitablystampedandmaterial
acceptancemustbeverifiedbyaninspectorprior to fabrication.
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A complete fabrication process including all material inputs should be formulated in-
cluding inspection points to assure that all technical and workmanship requirements are met.
This provides documentation of compliance to all requirements for each tile or batch of
tiles fabricated.
In the event that materials, process, or tile assemblies do not conform to established
requirements, a review procedure should be initiated. While the review is in progress, the
parts under consideration should be withdrawn from production and controlled by Quality As-
surance. Records of such actions should be maintained as they provide a basis for performance
review and corrective actions when warranted.
Production quality control should be monitored continuously with nondestructive test-
ing (NDT) techniques to provide monitoring of the quality of materials and to assure the main-
tenance of the PBI tile performance within given design constraints. X-ray techniques can be
used to measure the nonuniformity of the PBI foam and identify large voids, cracks, or other
discontinuities. This technique will not necessarily provide a measure or an assessment of
the effect of these defects upon the foam's thermal performance, however, it provides a low
cost method for obtaining a first order assessment of the foam quality.
Infrared testing could be effectively employed as a screening test for PBI foam and
PBI tiles. When a thermal gradient is established across the foam, nonuniformities which af-
fect the insulative qualities of the product can be recorded with IR film or scanning temper-
ature sensors. This IR technique could also be used to detect thermal inconsistencies in
either the skins or the thermal control coating.
From each processed "batch" of PBI foam, various destructive testing should be per-
formed on samples to assure consistency of the mechanical properties of the PBI foam. Ten-
sile and compression tests should be performed both after production and after thermal aging
to establish baseline properties and property retention characteristics of the foam.
Tile inspections would reject tiles not conforming to design dimensional (length,
width, flatness, etc.) or weight constraints. All inspection and test data should be docu-
mented to establish traceability and historical data.
By implementing the above mentioned quality assurance measures, it is felt that NASA
can be assured of reproducability for the coated PBI tiles in a full production program.
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SECTION 3
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
An improved PBI coated tile TPS which satisfied all the program objectives was developed
in this effort. Both material and processing specification for the PBI foam, and a material
specifications for the selected coating system were prepared.
PBI packaging techniques were investigated due to requirements:
• To provide dimensional stability to the PBI foam
• To provide a continuous smooth, nonporous bondable surface which acts as a sub-
strate for the thermal control coating
• To provide the foam with a barrier to oxidative attack
• To provide a tough surface which will resist mechanical damage during
handling and will resist erosion of the face and edges of the tile during flight
The no overlay concept, where the PBI impregnated skins are cured directly to the
foam, was identified as the optimum packaging concept from both weight and ease of fabrica-
tion standpoints. Several fabrication problems identified and solved through the foam
packaging development efforts were:
• Tile weight control
• Side surface flatness
• Tile warpage
• Surface dimpling and porosity
Alterations of the processing techniques provided solutions in all cases. Controls
on the PBI preimpregnation of the skins provided the processing control required on the tile
weight. Side surface flatness and tile warpage were controlled by mold modifications and
variations on processing techniques. Surface dimpling and porosity were eliminated by
appropriately selecting combinations of skin materials.
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Potentialthermalcontrolcoatingsevaluatedin theinitial screeningphasesincluded:
Flamesprayed-- ZrO2, Al203
Sprayable - VHTSPlOl (TiO2 filled silicone)
- DC805TiO2filled siliconeelastomer
- Sauereisenceramics
Thesecandidatecoatingswerescreenedto determineif theycouldsatisfythe lO0mission
reuse,ultravioletexposure,opticalproperty,temperaturelimit, andhandlabilitydesign
constraintstypicalof theshuttleuppersurface.Fabricationevaluationsandscreening
testswerethebasisfor theselectionof theoptimumthermalcontrolcoating. Flamesprayed
ZirconiaabraidedthePBIskinsduringapplication,andconsequentlywasanunsuitable
coating.Theflamesprayedaluminacoatingwasextremelyheavyanddifficult to fabricate
andhencewasnotconsideredto bea viablecandidate.Thesauereisencoatingsdidnot
bondwell to thePBIskins,andhencewerenotconsideredacceptable.VHTSPlOl andthe
TiO2loadedDC805(2 partsTiO2) bothhaveacceptableopticalproperties,however,thermal
stability testingindicatedthat theDC805coatingwassignificantlymorebrittle after
heatsoakat 650°F,andhenceVHTSPlOlwasselectedastheprimecoatingsystem.
PBIfoamhasa residualmoisturecontentof approximately4percent.Anevaluation
wasperformedto determineif treatmentof thefoamwithknownhydrophobiccompounds
couldreducethis residualmoisturecontent.Aftertreatment,hefoammoisturecontentwas
unchangedwhilethefoamweightwasincreasedbytheamountof hydrophobiccompound
absorbed.Treatmentof thetile withDC530howeverp ovidedawaterproofingeffectwhich
suggestshathydrophobictreatmentof thetile will providesomerainresistancefor
a systemweightincreaseof fromapproximately5to 7 percent.
Initial radiantlampscreeningtestsperformedbyNASA/ARChaveshownthedeveloped
tile to bethermallystableupto 728°Kin a vacuum.Thetile alsohasexcellentimpact
resistancecharacteristics.Adhesiveevaluationsresultedin theselectionof RTV560as
thebondingmaterialto attachthetile to analuminumstructure.
Systemsanalyseswereperformedto identifythesystemweightsensitivityin a
typicalshuttleenvironmentto designvariablesincludingfoamdensity,bondlinethickness,
andtheopticalpropertiesof thethermalcontrolcoating.Bondlinethicknesschangesof 67
percentonlyhavea 6percenteffectonthesystemweight,whilea 12percentchangein foam
densityresultsin approximatelya 9 percentchangein thecomputedsystemweight.
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Opticalpropertiesignificantlyaffect thePBITPSweight.Achangein surfacemittance
from0.8to 0.6alters thesystemweightrequirementby15percent.
Thermostructuralanalysesof thebaselinetile conceptindicatedthatat a surface
temperatureof 728°K(850°F),themostcritical componentto hetile survivalis theE-glass
skin. PreliminaryanalysessuggestthatanE-glasstructuralfailure limits thetile
crosssectionto approximately0.203mx 0.203m(8" x 8") at this peaksurfacetemperature
level.
ThedevelopedPBITPSweightwascomparedto thesilica RSITPSproposedfor the
shuttleuppersurface.Basedupona minimumgagesystem,whichis typicalin areaswith
peaksurfacetemperaturesof lessthan617°K(650°F},aweightsavingsof 0.17Ib/ft 2could
berealizedbyusingthePBIinsulationsystem.Thissavingsis primarilyattributableto
theeliminationof thestrainisolationpadwhichis requiredfor theRSITPS.Hence,for
shuttleapplications,a vehicleweightsavingsof approximately600Ibscouldberealized
if PB!wereto replaceRSIin onlythoseareaswithpeaksurfacetemperaturesl sthan
617°K(650°F).AdditionalweightsavingspotentialovertheRSIsystemexistsupto thePBI
reusetemperaturelimitationsof 728°K(850°F),andadditionalfabricationrefinementscould
furtherincreasetheweightsavings.
ThecoatedPBItiles developedunderthis effort offer a lowweight,thermally
efficient, rugged,stable,thermalprotectionsystemfor reuseapplicationswherein-
sulationtemperaturesdonotexceed728°K(850°F).Theutility of applyingthis versatile
insulationsystemin thermallyandmechanicallyseverenvironmentsshouldbeinvestigated
further.
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APPENDIX A
MATERIAL AND PROCESSING SPECIFICATIONFOR POLYBENZIMIDAZOLE FOAM
A.l SCOPE
This specification establishes the processing requirements and new materials necessary
to produce a rigid polybenzimidazole foam insulation.
A.2 DESCRIPTION
The rigid PBI foam billets produced by this specification yields a foam which does not
exhibit melting behavior up to I089°K (1500°F) and yet has excellent toughness as demonstrated
by its tensile elongation of ~5 percent at room temperature.
A.3 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
A.3.1 Polybenzimidazole ProppIxmer
The material shall be a condensation prepolymer based on 3,3',4,3'-tetraaminobiphenyl
and diphenyl isophthalate.
A.3.1.1 Raw Material Requirements
A record of lot numbers and incoming inspection results shall be kept on each lot of
raw material used for prepolymers used to produce the foam.
A.3.1.1.1 Diphenyl Isophthalate
The diphenyl isophthalate shall be in accordance with the following specifications:
a. Saponification equivalent: 159 ± l
b. Acid content: 0.I0 percent maximum
c. Melting point: 133.0°C minimum
d. Ash content: 0.l percent maximum
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A.3.1.I.2 3,3',4,4'-Tetraaminobiphenyl
The tetraamine shall be in accordance with the following specifications:
a. Amine content (by acetylation): 97 percent minimum
b. Chlorine content: 0.05 percent maximum
c. Moisture content: 0.3 percent maximum
d. Melting point: 173°C minimum
e. Ash content: O.l percent maximum
f. Dimer content: irrelevant
A.3.1.2 Prepolymer Quality Control
Form: The material shall be a ground powder, uniform in quality and free of foreign
materials. Sieve analyses conducted in accordance with Paragraph A.3.1.2.1.1 shall show a
maximum of 0.5 percent retained on a 50 mesh sieve; a maximum of 25 percent retained on a
lO0 mesh sieve; and a minimum of 13 percent passing through a 200 mesh sieve.
Color: The material shall be light tan in color. The material shall have a maximum
color index of 0.40 when tested in accordance with Paragraph A.3.1.2.1.2.
Meltin9 Point: The material shall have an initial melting point of 356°K - 382°K
(181°F - 228°F), and a final melting point of 431°K - 445°K (316°F - 341°F) when tested in
accordance with Paragraph A.3.1.2.1.3.
Volatile Content: The volatile content shall be 23 to 27 percent when tested in ac-
cordance with Paragraph A.3.1.2.1.4.
Insolubles: Insoluble material shall be less than O.l percent when tested in accord-
ance with Paragraph A.3.1.2.1.5.
Material which meets the requirements of this specification shall be so identified and
released for foam production use.
A.3.1.2.1 Test Procedures
A.3.1.2.1.1 Sieve Analysis
Place O.l kg into the top of a stack of full-size [O.203-meter (8-inch) diameter] stan-
dard sieves; stacking order from the top shall be: cover, 50-mesh, lO0-mesh, 150-mesh,
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200-mesh,250-mesh,pan.Shakefor 1houronaCenco-MeinzerSi veShakerat asettingof 8.
Determinetheweightgainof eachsieveandpan. Reportaspercentweightretainedbyeach
mesh.
A.3.1.2.1.2ColorTest
Weigha 67x lO"6 to lO0x lO-6 kgsampleof 200meshPBIprepolymerintoa 5 x lO-6 m3
(0.050l) stopperedflask. Add[0.500x sampleweight(mg)]ml±l mlof spectrogradeacetone.
Shakevigorouslyfor exactlytwominutes.Immediatelyfilter thesolutionthrougha coarse
filter paper,collectingaboutl x lO-Sm_(O.OlOl) of filtrate.
Dilutel x lO-6 m3(l.O0x lO-3 l) of this solutionto l x lO-" m3 (O.lO0l) withaddi-
tionalacetone.
Determinetheadsorbanceof thedilutesolutionof 343m_andtheadsorbanceof the
undilutedsolutionof 435m_,usingacetoneasa referencein eachcase
adsorbance of concentrated solution at 435 m_
color index = adsorbance of dilute solution at 343 m_
A.3.1.2.1.3 Melting Point
The melting point shall be determined, using a standard capillary tube method. The
initial, resin, and final melting points shall be determined and recorded.
A.3.1.2.1.4 Volatile Content
The volatile content shall be determined as follows: A 0.0026 ± 0.0003 kg sample in a
test tube is heated to 623°K + 5°K for 720 ± 120 seconds at atmospheric pressure; the sample
is held at 623°K ± 5°K for 2 hours under full vacuum. The average percent weight loss of
two determinations shall be calculated and the determinations shall exceed a spread of 0.8
percent.
A.l.2.1.5 Insolubles
Weight a 0.020 kg sample of prepolymer into an extracted, dried and weighed 0.033 x
0.094 m soxhlet extractor thimble. Extract the prepolymer in a soxhlet extractor, using py-
ridine solvent, until the discharge liquid is clear. Continue extraction for an additional
l hour. Dry the thimble and reweigh.
= fweight of residue_ (lO0)
insolubles (percent) \ weight of sampleJ
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A.3.1.3Packagingof Prepolymer
Thematerialshallbepackagedin opaque,sealablecontainers.Eachcontainershall
bemarkedwiththefollowinginformation:
a. Manufacturer'sname
b. Productnameandnumber
c. Batchnumber
d. Dateof manufacture
e. Warrantyexpirationdate
f. Netweight
A.3.2 Foam Preparation
A.3.2.1 Prepolymer Requirements
The polybenzimidazole product meeting the requirements of Paragraph A.3.1.2 shall be
used as the base material for foam processing. Quantities of this material to be used in any
specific process will be determined by the density and configuration of the required insula-
tion. For instance, if the polymer had a volatile content of 20 percent as determined in
Paragraph A.3.1.2.1.4 and a 64.1 kg/m3 (4.0 pcf) foam is sought in a 0.028 m_ (l cubic foot)
mold cavity, one would charge the mold with 2.27 kg (5.0 Ibs) of PBI prepolymer. The width
and length of the foam slab are limited only by oven or mold size but the height of the mold
should not exceed 0.0635 m (2.5 inches) (foaming direction).
A.3.2.2 Facilities and Tooling
Two major pieces of equipment and required; an air circulating oven and a special foam-
ing tool. The oven shall include provision for GN2 application to the foaming tool and must
provide a 200°/hour heating rate up to 783°K (950°F). The foaming tool(s) shall be of 20-
gauge 0.302 steel. Foaming tool components are selected as a set based on the required foam
density and geometry. The nitrogen used for the foaming operations shall not have more than
a lO0 ppm impurity level (99.9 percent).
A.3.2.2oi Foaming Tool
A metal mold of desired dimensions can be constructed as diagrammed in Figure A-l. A
typical molding fixture consists of the following parts:
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a. Mold cavity (A) is fabricated to suitable dimension which encloses the volume to
be filled. The upper molding surface is formed by the lifting action of the ris-
ing foam on the lower side of float surface B, which continues until the upper
surface of B meets the restraining bars D. The total foam rise then is equal to
the total sidewall height H minus the thickness of plate B.
b. The floating plate B serves a twofold purpose: (1) provides a resistance to the
rising foam which results in more uniform blowing action, and (2) serves as a
secondary heat source which results in a smaller temperature gradient in the ris-
ing Foam.
c. The plate may be as much as 0.00254 m (O.lO0 inch) less than the width and length
dimension in A - this gap allows release of the majority of the volatiles during
the preliminary foaming procedure.
d. Floating plate B is positioned above the prepolymer and supported by stand-offs
of suitable dimension so that the lower surface of the plate is not in contact
with either the solid or melted prepolymer until the foaming has proceeded to ~20
percent of the final volume.
e. Restraint bars D are bolted in place and the entire fixture is then placed in a
forced air oven.
A.3.2.3 Processing
A.3.2.3.1
The appropriate amount of prepolymer (reference Paragraph 3.2.1) is evenly distributed
inside the selected foaming tool housing. Leveling plate supports are installed and the
leveling plate adjusted before the housing cover is sealed.
A.3.2.3.2
The complete foaming tool with charge is placed in an oven at room temperature and a
GN2 purge system is connected. A temperature sensor located at the center base of the foam-
ing tool is used to monitor the process.
A.3.2.3.3
a.
b.
Curing Schedule
Heat to 450°K (350°K) and hold 90 min.
Increase temperature to 478°K (400°F) over 75 min.
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C°
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
A.3.2.3.4
Increase temperature to 533°K (500°F) over 50 min.
Hold at 533°K (500°F) for 15 min.
Increase temperature to 644°K (700°F) over 50 min.
Hold at 644°K (700°F) for 15 min.
Increase temperature to 741°K (875°F) oven 50 min.
Hold at 741°K (875°F) for 30 min.
Cool to 339°K (150°F) with purge on before removing foam from tool
Postcure
Postcure at 769°K (925°F) for 1 hour in GN2.
A.3.2.4 Quality Control
Thermal Stability: The foam retains 95 percent of its weight in vacuum or N2 when
heated isothermally for 24 hours at 920°F. A microsample removed from a foam billet tested
on the DuPont 900 Thermal Analyzer shall not exceed a weight loss (after water loss) of l.O
percent after 3 hours at 900°F in an inert atmosphere. This test shall be run in duplicate.
Thermo-oxidative Stability: A microsample shall be tested in the TGA mode (air) with
the DuPont 900 Thermal Analyzer. After initial loss of water, the intercept of the two slopes
shall be to less then 500°C. This technique is shown below.
Densitx_: The density of the billet shall be determined and it must be between 60.9 and
67.3 kg/m 3 (3.8 and 4.2 pcf).
Color: The color of the foam is dark brown.
Foam Cell Structure: The presence of large holes (0.0127 m) in the foam shall be
cause for the billet to be rejected.
Mechanical Properties: The foam shall retain at a minimum 50 percent of its compres-
sive strength after 24 hours of aging at 588°K (600°F) in air when tested in accordance with
ASTM-D-1621.
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APPENDIX B
MATERIAL SPECIFICATION FOR PBI TILE COATINGS
B.l SCOPE
These specifications establish the raw materials necessary to produce tiles for insula-
tion of the upper surface of shuttle during reentry.
B.2 DESCRIPTION
The white insulative PBI tiles produced by this specification are made to the desired
thickness and size to provide the required thermal protection to the aluminum substructure.
RTV 560 is the adhesive used for bonding the tiles to the aluminum skin.
B.3 MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
Some processing notes have been added to this material specification for clarification.
B.3.I
400°F.
PBI Foam
Foam billets are cut 1.6 percent over the designated size and dried for 1 hour at
B.3.2 Surface Mat PBI Prepre_
Owens Corning fiberglass lO-mil surface mat (234 finish) is impregnated with PBI pre-
polymer (described in specification for polybenzimidazole foam). The weight of this prepreg
shall be 0.I162 kg/m2 _0.0215 kg/m2.
The foam billets described in B.3.1 are wrapped with the prepreg and cured for l hour
at 672°K (750°F).
B.3.3 108E Glass PBI Prepreg
Owens Corning fiberglass I08 E-glass (silane finish) is impregnated with PBI prepolymer.
The weight of this prepreg shall be 0.I076 kg/m2 +0.0215 kg/m2.
The tile prepared in B.3.2 is surfaced with this prepreg and cured for l hour at 728°K
(8SO°F).
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B.3.3 VHT SPIOI
After suitable surface treatment of the tile (sanding), the dried tile is sprayed with
VHT SPlOl available from Sperex Corporation in Gardena, California. The coating weight to
be applied to the tile (5 sides) is 0.0733 kg/mz (0.015 Ibs/ft_). The minimum weight shall be
that weight which covers the top surface of the tile such that the dark PBI cannot be seen
and the maximum weight shall be 0.0861 kg/m2.
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